
Habits of Mind Standards
S5CS1. Students will be aware of the importance of curiosity, honesty,
openness, and skepticism in science and will exhibit these traits in their
own efforts to understand how the world works. (See page 179.)
a. Keep records of investigations and observations and do not alter the

records later.
b. Carefully distinguish observations from ideas and speculation about those

observations.
c. Offer reasons for findings and consider reasons suggested by others.
d. Take responsibility for understanding the importance of being safety conscious.

S5CS2. Students will have the computation and estimation skills necessary
for analyzing data and following scientific explanations. (See page 180.)
a. Add, subtract, multiply, and divide whole numbers using mental math,

paper/pencil, and a calculator.
b. Use fractions and decimals, and translate between decimals and commonly

encountered fractions-halves, thirds, fourths, fifths, tenths, and hundredths
(but not sixths, sevenths, and so on)-in scientific calculations.

c. Judge whether measurements and computations of quantities, such as length,
area, volume, weight, or time, are reasonable answers to scientific problems
by comparing them to typical values.

S5CS3. Students will use tools and instruments for observing, measuring,
and manipulating objects in scientific activities. (See page 181.)
a. Choose appropriate common materials for making simple mechanical

constructions and repairing things.
b. Measure and mix dry and liquid materials in prescribed amounts, exercising

reasonable safety.
c. Use computers, cameras, and recording devices for capturing information.
d. ldentify and practice accepted safety procedures in manipulating science

materials and equipment.

S5CS4. Students will use ideas of system, model, change, and scale in
exploring scientific and technological matters. (See page 182.)
a. Observe and describe how parts influence one another in things with many parts.
b. Use geometric figures, number sequences, graphs, diagrams, sketches, number

lines, maps, and stories to represent corresponding features of objects, events,
and processes in the real world. ldentify ways in which the representations do
not match their original counterpafts.

c. ldentify patterns of change in things-such as steady, repetitive, or irregular
change-using records, tables, or graphs of measurements where appropriate.

d. ldentify the biggest and the smallest possible values of something.

S5CS5. Students will communicate scientific ideas and activities clearly.
(See page 183.)
a. Write instructions that others can follow in carrying out a scientific procedure.
b. Make sketches to aid in explaining scientific procedures or ideas.
c. Use numerical data in describing and comparing objects and events.
d. Locate scientific information in reference books, back issues of newspapers

and magazines, CD-ROMs, and computer databases.
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Habits of Mind Standards
S5CS6. Students will question scientific claims and arguments effectively.
(See page 183.)
a. Support statements with facts found in books, articles, and databases, and

identify the sources used.
b. ldentify when comparisons might not be fair because some conditions are

different.

The Nature of Science Standards
ffiffiffi *ffi;-ffiffiffiTffffi,ic know,edse and
how it is achieved. (See pages 184-185.) Students will recognize the following
concepts.
a. Similar scientific investigations seldom produce exactly the same results, which

may differ due to unexpected differences in whatever is being investigated,
unrecognized differences in the methods or circumstances of the investigation,
or observational uncertainties.

b. Some scientific knowledge is very old and yet is still applicable today.

S5CS8. Students will understand important features of the process of scientific
inquiry. (See page 186.) Students will apply the following to inquiry learning
practices.
a. Scientific investigations may take many different forms, including observing what

things are like or what is happening somewhere, collecting specimens for
analysis, and doing experiments.

b. Clear and active communication is an essential parl of doing science. lt enables
scientists to inform others about their work, expose their ideas to criticism by
other scientists, and stay informed about scientific discoveries around the world.

c. Scientists use technology to increase their power to observe things and to
measure and compare things accurately.

d. Science involves many different kinds of work and engages men and women
of all ages and backgrounds.

@ Carson-Dellosa Publishing
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Name

Scienceffi Making Scientific
Observations

Habits of
Mind

lllRE0Tl0ll$: Choose the best answer.

1. Atestable prediction is

@ a hypothesis

@ an experiment

O an exercise

@ a variable

2. The process of gathering information through
the senses is called

inferring

observation

conclusion

analyzing

lllREGTl0llS: Read the passages. Then answer the
questions.

Adam's Experiment
Adam wants to find out how lemon juice reacts

when it is combined with different substances. ln
three separate paper cups, he puts equal amounts of
baking soda, salt, and sugar. Then he puts 3 drops of
lemon juice into each cup. After 30 seconds, he
observes all three cups.

3. What should Adam do if he wants his lab
partner to be able to repeat this experiment?

Keep accurate records of procedures

and results.

Wait until he finishes all the trials before

recording any results.

Estimate the amounts of materials

used.

none of these

Scott's Experiment
After discovering a moldy loaf of bread in a

kitchen cabinet, Scott decided to do an experiment to
determine the conditions under which mold grows the

c
@
@
(J'

@

@

c
@
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best. He suspected that mold grows best in the dark,
so he put his idea to the test.

Scott bought a new loaf of bread and some
sandwich bags. ln each bag, he put a slice of bread,
a damp paper towel, and a bit of soil. He put the
bags in places that received different amounts of
light, but would remain at room temperature.

ln three days, Scott checked the bags. He found
the most mold growing on the bread that he had put
in a dark place.

4. What was Scott's hypothesis?

O Mold grows best in a sandwich bag.

@ Mold willtake over the world in the year

2009.

Mold grows best in the dark.

Mold grows best at room temperature.

Which of the following is Scott's observation?

@ He bought a new loaf of bread and

some sandwich bags.

@ He put a slice of bread, a damp paper

towel, and a bit of soil in each bag.

@ He put the bags in places that received

different amounts of light.

@ He found the most mold growing on the
bread that he had put in a dark place.

Which of the following best explains Scott's
findings?

C Light affects the growth of mold.

@ Temperature does not affect the growth

of mold.

Mold does not need water to grow.

The sandwich bags made the mold
grow.

@
o
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Science

fl*qp"-ese $

Habits of
MindUsing Computations

and Estimation Skills

Choose the best method to help you perform these computations. Use either
mental math, pencil and paper, or a calculator to find your answer.

DlRECTlOl{$: Choose the correct answer to each
problem. Choose "none of these" if the correct
answer is not given.

1. 132
x4
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@
@
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132. 12-a

3. ffi+6=44

4. g)eo

S- 2x 5 x 9=

528

136

478

none of these

_1,+

0.75

1.25

none of these

3B

50

264

none of these

3

180

30

none of these

16

19

91

none of these

180 @ Carson-Dellosa

DlREGTl0llS: The following ingredients make one
batch of blueberry muffins. Use them to estimate
answers for questions 6-7.

f, cuo flour 3 tsp baking powder

] tso satt 1 "ro 
margarine

] "rp.rgu, 1 egg

f, cuO milk 1 tsp vanilla

1 cup frozen blueberries

aoout ] cuR

aoout ] cuR

aoout ] cuo

aoout f, cuR

To make t l oatctres of muffins, how many
2

cups of milk does she need?

To make half of the recipe, how much sugar
does she need?

c
@

@

c
7.

@

@
@
@

1

about 1t cuPS

a little more than 1 cup

not quite 1 cup

1 cup

@
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Habits of
MindTools and Safety Procedures

in Scientific Activities

DIRECTI0NS: Choose the best answer.

1. Which tool would you use to measure the
weight of a specimen?

@ scale

@ ruler

@ clock

@ calendar

2. Which tool would you use to measure the
capacity of a container?

measunng cup

calculator

scale

ruler

3. Which tool would you use to measure the
length of a hummingbird?

@ ruler

@ scale

@ thermometer

@ Protractor

4. In science class, students had to determine the
hours from dusk to dawn. Which tool would
you use to measure the number of hours?

calendar

clock

scale

capacity

5. Phil likes to keep a weather journal. Which
tool would he use to measure temperature?

ruler

scale

thermometer

clock
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6. Which instrument would you use to look more
closely at a leaf?

@ barometer

@ thermometer

@ microscope

O beaker

7. Which instrument would you use to measure
the speed of a falling object?

a stopwatch

a microscope

a balance scale

a ruler

8. What tool would you use to measure liquids
in a science lab?

@
@
e
@

@
@
@

@
@
@

@

C graduated cylinder

beaker

Petri dish

scalpel

9. Which of these is an example of unsafe
behavior in a science lab?

wearing eye goggles

smelling and tasting unknown chemicals

avoiding the use of broken or chipped
glassware

tying back long hair when working with
flames

10. After you have completed a laboratory
activity, you should

O use hand protection when handling

any items that have been heated

@ clean up your work area

: n'H?yhandswithsoap @
O all of the above 

ial
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Habits of
MindScientific Models and

Patterns of Change

IllREGTl0llS: Choose the best answer.

1. Look at the pictures below. Which is the best
representation of the sun, Earth, and the
moon, overall?

@

O. o

ooo

Oo

oo

Natalie is trying to explain the solar system
to her younger brother. What three objects
should she choose to best represent the sun,
Earth, and the moon?

@ a chair, a book, and a candle

@ paper, a pencil, and a crayon

a basketball, a softball, and a table
tennis ball

@

o

@

182

O an apple, an orange, and a lemon

@ Carson-Dellosa

3. By using these three objects to help explain a
larger system, Natalie has made a
of the solar system.

@ scale

@ model

@ original

@ copv

The planet Venus is often called the "morning
star."This is becauseVenus sometimes rises
above the horizon very early in the morning
before sunrise. Before sunrise, Venus is often
the brightest object in the sky. As the sun
rises, Venus becomes fainter and fainter.
Predict the day that Venus will rise at 6:00 n.u.

Thursday

Friday

Saturday

Sunday

o
@
@
@
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Habits of
Mind16^ ;sjrDO f

.","*'*,"# Locating and
Communicating Scientific Data

!

IllRECTl0llS: Use newspapers or other sources to find the average daily temperature in Atlanta for the past week.
Fill in the chaft below with the data you found. ln the space below the chart, construct a bar graph to represent
the data. Then answer the questions that follow.

1. What was the source of your data? Your grandfather says it's usually hotter in
Savannah than in Atlanta in July. How would
you verify if this is true?

@
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The Nature
of Science

What is
second
her first

@

@

1.

Similar Scientific
lnvestigations

D|REGT|OI{S: Read the story below and then answer the questions that follow.

new batteries into identical new flashlights, turn on the flashlights, then wait for the
batteries to run down. She wrote down the following results: Everglo-lasted '19

hours; Glomore-lasted 17 hours; Everlasting-lasted 25 hours.
She then decided to redo the experiment to confirm the results. For her second

experiment, she placed new batteries into the old flashlights that her parents keep in
the garage, the kitchen, and their bedroom. She then turned on the flashlights and

waited for the batteries to run down. This time she wrote down the following results:

Everglo-lasted 13 hours; Glomore-lasted 16 hours; Everlasting-lasted t hours.

Lauren was puzzled by the results of her second experiment. Because it was so

similar to her first experiment, she thought she would get the same results.

the best explanation for why Lauren's
experiment had different results than
experiment?

Lauren used different brands of

batteries in the second experiment.

The second experiment used old

flashlights, while the first experiment

used new flashlights.

The second experiment was too much

like the first experiment.

There is no good exPlanation;

sometimes things just haPPen.

3. Tell what Lauren did right in her experiments.

How was Lauren sure that the results of the
second experiment were different from the
results of the first exPeriment?

She read on the side of the battery
packages how long each brand would

last before it ran down.

She simply remembered how long it

took each brand of battery to run down.

She recorded exactly how long it took
each brand of battery to run down for

each experiment.

She cannot be sure; her exPeriment

was faulty.

Could she have done anything in a better,
more scientific way?

144 @ Carson-Dellosa Publishing
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The Nature
of ScienceOld Scientific

Knowledge

IllRECTlOllS: Read the passage and then choose the best answers.

Sir lsaac Newton
Sir lsaac Newton, born in 1642,was an English

scientist, astronomer, and mathematician. Newton
is sometimes described as "one of the greatest
names in the history of human thought" because
of his great contributions to mathematics, physics,
and astronomy.

Newton discovered how the universe is held
together through his theory of gravitation. He
discovered the secrets of light and color, and he
invented a new kind of mathematics, calculus.
Newton made these three discoveries within 18
months from 1665 to 1667.

1. Which of Newton's discoveries explains how
the universe is held together?

@ calculus

@ the theory of light and color

@ the theory of gravitation

@ the theory of relativity

2. The new kind of mathematics that Newton
invented is called

O PhYsics

@ astronomy

@ graviiation

O calculus

3. Which of the following statements about lsaac
Newton is true?

We still use many of Newton's theories
and discoveries today.

@ Because Newton lived so long ago,

most of his theories are no longer valid.

@ Newton made important contributions
in mathematics, physics, and biology.

@ Newton was a brilliant scientist and

astronomer, but a poor mathematician.

@
185@ Carson-Dellosa Publishing
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@ experimentation
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DlRECTl0llS: Choose the best answer.

1. Jordan lives in a desert and wants to find
out if the area has always been a desert.
He spends one afternoon gathering rocks
and brings them home to study.This is an

example of which kind of scientific
investigation?

collecting specimens for analysis

none of these

Jeannie wanted to find out if warm water was
more dense than cold water. She added red
food coloring to a beaker of warm water and
then used an eyedropper to add the warm, red

water to a beaker of cold water. This is
an example of what kind of scientific
investigation?

@ observation

experimentation

collecting specimens for analysis

none of these

You are boiling water on your stove next to
a window.You notice water droplets on the
inside of the window.This is an example of
what kind of scientific investigation?

@ observation

experimentation

collecting specimens for analysis

none of these

t86 @ Carson-Dellosa Publishing
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The Nature
of ScienceThe Process of

Scientific lnquiry
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4. Susan wants to learn more about molecules.
She reads an article about molecules in the
encyclopedia.This is an example of what kind
of scientific investigation?

observation

experimentation

collecting specimens for analysis

none of these

Which of the following instruments would be

used to study cells?

c
@
@
@

o
@

7.

@ telescope

@ microscope

binoculars

thermometer

Which of the following instruments would be
used to examine the features of the moon?

C binoculars

@ microscope

@ thermometer

telescope

It is important for scientists to keep accurate
and detailed records so

@ they can decide which scientists they

want to work with on future projects

@ they can decide who the best

scientist is

O more scientists can have jobs

@ the results of the experiments can

be verified

\
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and The Nature

of Science

Science

s5cs1-s5cs8

For pages 179-186

Mini-Test 1

@
@
@
@

@

@

@

2.

IllRECTl0llS: Read about Ryan's experiment, and then answer the questions.

Ryan wanted to find out if people could tell the
difference between the taste of cold tap water and
cold bottled water. He filled one glass pitcher with tap
water and another glass pitcher with bottled water.
Then he placed the pitchers in the same refrigerator
overnight.

1. Before completing his experiment, Ryan
guessed that people would not be able to
tell the difference between the two types
of water. What part of the scientific process
does this guess involve?

listing the materials

stating a hypothesis

organizing data

stating a conclusion

What should be the next step in Ryan's
experiment?

He should ask several people to taste
the tap water.

He should ask several people to taste
the bottled water.

He should ask several people to taste
both types of water and guess which
one is tap water and which one is
bottled water.

He should ask several people to taste
both types of water and tell which one

they like the best.

What tool would Ryan use to make sure that
all of the people in his experiment are given
the same amount of water to drink?

measuring cup

calculator

scale

ruler

3.

@
@
c
@
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4. After Ryan has
he do with it?

gathered the data, what should

lf Ryan repeats his experiment, will he get
exactly the same results? Explain your
answer.

DlREGTl0llS: Choose the best answer.

6. Halley's Comet appears
at regular intervals. ln
other words, there is the
same amount of time
between any two
sightings. When would
you predict that
Halley's Comet
will return?

2082

2062

2031

2025

5.

c
@
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Earth Science Standards
HT; ." 

, 
ffi ffiffiil;ffiffi sed by cons*uctive

and destructive processes. (See pages 189-190.)
a. ldentify surface features caused by constructive processes.

. Deposition (deltas, sand dunes, etc.)

. Earthquakes

. Volcanoes

. Faults
b. ldentify and find examples of surface features caused by destructive processes.

. Erosion (water-rivers and oceans, wind)
e Weathering
. lmpact of organisms
. Eadhquakes
. Volcanoes

c. Relate the role of technology and human intervention in the control of
constructive and destructive processes. Examples include the following.
. Seismologicalstudies
. Flood control (dams, levees, storm drain management, etc.)
. Beach reclamation (Georgia coastal islands)

@ Carson-Dellosa Publishing
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At the
ocean
result

@
@

1_ mouth of a river that empties into an
, a river delta is formed.The delta is a
of

erosion

deposition

2. The Hawaiian lslands were formed as a result
of

@
@

3. The Grand Ganyon was formed as the result
of

deposition

hurricanes

a volcano

an earthquake

pollution

condensation

glaciers

volcanic activity

eroston

a glacier

@
@

@
o

o
@

@
@

c
@
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4- What occurs when weathered rock and
organic matter are mixed together?

soil erosion

soilformation

volcanic activity

flooding

During the lce Age, most of the state of
lllinois was covered by a huge glacier that
changed the landscape. Which of the
following was nof an effect of the glacier
on the landscape of that state?

New mountains were made.

The peaks of hills were scraped off.

Many deep valleys were filled in.

Soil was transported miles away from

its origin.

5.

@
@
o
@
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Earth Science

Surface Features
of the Earth

DlRECTl0l{S: Choose the best answer.

6. The changes that occurred in the pictures
below are probably due to

pollution

erosion

tornadoes

condensation

Christopher was looking at pictures of
different mountain ranges in the United
States. He was surprised to see that the
Appalachian Mountains were smaller and
more rounded than the Rocky Mountains.
The Appalachian Mountains looked old and
worn compared to the Rocky Mountains.

The effect of wind and water caused

erosion, wearing away the mountains.

Too many people and animals traveled

across the mountains, causing them to
wear away.

All of the snowfall was so heavy that it
weighted down the mountains and
caused them to shrink.

The water that used to cover
Earth wore away parts of
the mountains.

@
@
@
@
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8.

Name

12.

C fault

9.

@ Mechanicalorphysicalweathering

@ frost

@
@
@

c
@
@
@

@
@
@

10.

11.

roots of plants or trees

pollution

abrasion

Scientists who study earthquakes in order
to predict and prepare for them are called

Which
control

@
@
i;\
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@

13.

An earthquake is caused by an abrupt shift
in the earth along a fracture, or _

seismic wave

Geiger counter

plate

is any process that changes
a rock's chemical composition.

@
@
o

Chemical weathering

Oxidation

Erosion

is the disintegration of rocks
without changing their chemical composition.

Mechanical or physical weathering

Chemical weathering

Oxidation

Deposition

Which of the following does nof cause
mechanical weatherin g?

@ meteorologists

@ seismologists

@ archaeologists

@ biologists

of the following is used for flood
?

dams

levees

windbreaks

both A and B

{9(} @ Carson-Dellosa
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14. Mt. Rushmore is a huge monument in the
state of South Dakota. The faces of four
American presidents are carved into the side
of a cliff on the mountain. Every few years,
workers spend six weeks hanging over the
edge of the cliff. They are sealing cracks in
the rock with caulk, the same material used to
seal around the edges and bottoms of
bathtubs. Which kind of weathering are the
workers most likely trying to protect Mt.
Rushmore from?

weathering caused by chemicals that
dissolve the rock

@ weathering caused by air pollution and
acid rain

weathering caused by tourists

weathering caused by freezing of water

Look at the picture below. lt shows high
mountains. The layers are made of
sedimentary rock. Before the mountains were
formed, the sedimentary rocks were in flat
layers. How were the mountains formed?

@
o

15.

@
@
c
o

The rock layers were

The rock layers were

The rock layers were

The rock layers went
directions.

pushed down.

pulled apart.

pushed up.

in opposite

@
Publishing
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For pages 189-

DlRECTl0llS: Choose the best answer.

1. What is a mixture of weathered rock and
organic matter called?

@ soil

@ timestone

e carbon dioxide

@ clay

2. Sand dunes are hills of sand that form in
deserts and along seashores where winds
are strong. Sand dunes are the result of

erosion

deposition

pollution

chemical weathering

The islands of Japan were formed
by-.

@ deposition

@ hurricanes

@ glaciers

@ volcanic activity

An abrupt shift in the earth along a fault
causes

e tornadoes

@ hurricanes

@ earthquakes

@ glaciers

5. Water and wind are the two forces that cause

earthquakes

glaciers

erosion

volcanoes

o
@
@
@

@
@
@
@
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6. A seismologist studies

C weather

@ Plants

@ ear.thquakes

@ fossils

7. Which of the following produces chemical
weathering?

@ ice

@ wind

@ roots

@ oxidation

Levees are used to _ .

C monitor volcanic activity

@ monitor earthquakes

@ controlflooding

@ control pollution

What term describes a mass of snow and
ice in motion?

@ loess deposit

@ glacier

@ outwash

@ abrasion

The rock material that was once present on
the tops of the Adirondack Mountains is now
gone. What happened to this rock material?

@ lt was pushed inside the earth.

@ Sharp peaks and ridges formed over

the rock material.

The rock material became magma.

The rock material was eroded.

10.
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Physical Science Standards
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S5P1. Students will verify that an object is the sum of its parts.
(See page 193.)
a. Demonstrate that the mass of an object is equal to the sum of its parls by

manipulating and measuring different objects made of various parls.
b. lnvestigate how common items have pafts that are too small to be seen

without magnification.

S5P2. Students will explain the difference between a physical change and
a chemical change. (See page 194.)
a. lnvestigate physical changes by separating mixtures and manipulating

(cutting, tearing, folding) paper to demonstrate examples of physical change.
b. Recognize that the changes in the state of water (water vapor/steam, liquid,

ice) are due to temperature differences and are examples of physical change.
c. lnvestigate the properties of a substance before, during, and after a chemical

reaction to find evidence of change.

55P3. Students will investigate electricity, magnetism, and their relationship.
(See page 195.)
a. lnvestigate static electricity.
b. Determine the necessary components for completing an electric circuit.
c. lnvestigate common materials to determine if they are insulators or conductors

of electricity.
d. Compare a bar maEnet to an electromagnet.

@ Carson-Dellosa Publishing
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1. A pecan pie weighs 32 ounces. lf it is cut into
8 equal pieces, how much will each piece
weigh?

3 ounces

4 ounces

5 ounces

6 ounces

lf the same pie is cut into 6 equal piecesn how
much will the whole pie weigh?

C 24 ounces

@ 3o ounces

@ 32 ounces

@ 48 ounces

An orange has 10 sections. lf each section
weighs 30 grams, how much does the whole
orange weigh?

'150 grams

200 grams

300 grams

350 grams

A box of crayons weighs 80 grams. lf the box
contains 16 crayons, how much does each
crayon weigh?

4 grams

5 grams

6 grams

7 grams

@
@
@
e

c
@
@
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Physical Science

An Object ls the
Sum of lts Parts
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lllREGTl0l{S: Choose the best answer.

5. A loaf of bread weighs 440 grams and is cut
into equal-sized slices. lf each slice weighs 20
grams, how many slices does the loaf
contain?

12 slices

20 slices

22 slices

24 slices

A roll of hard candy contains 14 equal pieces.
Which of the following statements can be
true?

The roll weighs 28 grams, and each
piece weighs 2 grams.

The roll weighs 28 grams, and each
piece weighs 3 grams.

The roll weighs 42 grams, and each
piece weighs 2 grams.

The roll weighs 30 grams, and each
piece weighs 2.5 grams.

Which of the following must be magnified to
be counted?

@ grains of rice

@ blades of grass

O leaves on a branch

@ fibers in a tissue

of the following can be seen without
fication?

the parts of a cell

crystals of sugar

the petals of a rose

grains of pollen

@
@
o
@

@

@

@

@

7.

Which
magni

o
@
@
o
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IllREGTl0llS: Choose the best answer.

1. What characteristic best describes what
happens during a physical change?

@
o
@

@

@

@

o

@
@

c
@
@
o

@ composition changes

composition stays the same

form stays the same

mass is lost

2. Mixtures are made of substances that are

chemically changed and can be

physically separated

chemically changed and cannot

be physically separated

not chemically changed and can

be physically separated

not chemically changed and cannot

be physically separated

3. lf sugar and sand are mixed, which of the
following methods would separate the sugar
and sand?

@ melt the mixture in a pot

pour the mixture through a sieve

pour the mixture into water to dissolve

the sugar

@ They cannot be separated.

4. How can you change matter from one state
to another?

by changing its container

by adding or removing heat

by dividing it in half

by changing its volume

194 @ Carson-Dellosa

Physical and Chemical
Changes

5. Malcolm left a cube of ice in a glass on a
windowsill. ln about an hour, the ice changed
into a clear substance that took on the shape
of the lower part of the glass. Finally, after
three days, there appeared to be nothing in
the glass at all. What states of matter did the
ice cube pass through?

liquid then gas then solid

solid then liquid then gas

gas then liquid then solid

solid then gas then liquid

6. Jerome wanted to make breakfast. First, he

cracked several eggs into a bowl and stirred
them briskly. Second, he grated low-fat
cheese into the bowl.Third, he ground fresh
black pepper into the bowl. After stirring the
contents of the bowl, Jerome emptied it into
a hot skillet and cooked the ingredients to
perfection. Which of the steps is nof a
physical change?

cracking eggs into a bowl

grating the cheese

grinding the black pepper

cooking the eggs

7. Which of the following sentences describes
a chemical change instead of a physical one?

A copper bracelet gets twtsted into

a new shape.

A copper bracelet gets melted into

liquid copper.

A copper bracelet turns green when

it is worn.

A copper bracelet is painted red.

\

Physical Science

@
@
o
@
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@
o
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@
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1. lf Adam rubs a balloon on his hair and holds
it up to the wall, what will happen?

The balloon will be attracted to the wall.

The wall will repel the balloon.

The balloon will pop.

The balloon will float away.

Adam's experience with the balloon is an
example of _ .

static electricity

conductivity

insulation

an electric circuit

puts a magnet into a pile of metal
clips. What will happen?

Nothing will happen.

The paper clips will scatter.

The paper clips will be attracted to the
magnet.

2.

c
@
@
o

Rayna
paper

@
@
@

3.

4.

@
@
@
o

@ The magnet will melt the paper clips.

What will happen between these two
magnets?

attract

repel

not move

none of these

5. The complete path through which electricity
flows is called a _ -

@ sensor

@ wire

@ circuit

@ ptus

sN N s
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Date

Physical Science

Electricity and Magnetism

DlRECTl0llS: Choose the best answer.

6. Which of these would not make a good
insulator?

an eraser

a piece of paper

a paper clip

a plastic comb

of these is a conductor of electricity?

rubber

water

plastic

wood

What creates the magnetic field in an
electromagnet?

C a bar magnet

@ an electric current

@ a compass

O an insulator

Which of the following is needed to complete
the electric circuit in the picture below?

another lightbulb connected to the
battery

another battery connected to the
lightbulb

another wire connecting the battery to
the lightbulb

nothing is needed

c
@
@
o

Which

@
@
@
@

7.

8.

9.

@

@

o
@

@
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For pages 193-195

Properties of Mystery Substance X

Freezing Point: '1'1'C

Boiling Point: 89'C

1.

IllRECTlOllS: Study Wally's lab notes and then answer questions 1-2.

At which temperature would Mystery
SubstanceXbealiquid?

4"C

9"C

88'C

92"C

At which temperature would Mystery
SubstanceXbeagas?

4'C
'10'c

88'C

92"C

Magdalena has dropped a box of antique
needles in a haystack. Some of the needles
are made of wood, some are made of iron, and
some are made of bone. lf she runs a magnet
over the haystack, which needles
will she be able to find?

wooden needles

iron needles

bone needles

none of the needles

When water freezes, it changes from
a.

gas to a solid

liquid to a gas

liquid to a solid

solid to a gas

@
@
@
@

c
@
@
o

2.

3.

@
@
o
@

4.

c
@
@
o

{96 @ Carson-Dellosa
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6.

5. What will happen between these two
magnets?

attract

repel

not move

not here

is an example of a physical change?

metal rusting

silver tarnishing

water boiling

paper burning

is an example of a chemical change?

ice cream melting in the sun

crushing a soda can

mixing salt and sugar

burning wood in the fireplace

Which of the following would notmake a
good insulator?

rubber

plastic

wood

metal

A box of chocolate candy has 8 pieces. lf
the box weighs 45 grams and each piece of
candy weighs 20 grams, how much does the
whole box of candy weigh?

80 grams

160 grams

185 grams

205 grams

@
@
@
@

Which

c
@
@
o

Which

@
@
o
@

c
@
@
o

7.

8.

9.

@
@
c
@
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Name Date

Science
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Physical Science

Electricity and Magnetism

1. tf
it

DIRECTIONS: Choose the best answer.

rubs a balloon on his hair and holds
the wall, what will happen?

The balloon will be attracted to the wall.

The wall will repelthe balloon.

The balloon will pop.

The balloon will float away.

Rayna
paper

@
@
o
@

3.

2. Adam's experience with the balloon is an
example of _ .

C static electricity

@ conductivity

@ insulation

O an electric circuit

puts a magnet into a pile of metal
clips. What will happen?

Nothing will happen.

The paper clips will scatter.

The paper clips will be attracted to the
magnet.

The magnet will melt the paper clips.

What will happen between these two
magnets?

attract

repel

not move

none of these

The complete path through which electricity
flows is called a

@ sensor

@ wire

@ circuit

@ ptus

@ Carson-Dellosa Publishing

4.

c
@
@
o

5.

Adam
up to

@
@
@
@

N S SN

@
,t:\t9
@
o

Which

@
@
o
@

7.

6. Which of these would not make a good
insulator?

an eraser

a piece of paper

a paper clip

a plastic comb

of these is a conductor of electricity?

rubber

water

plastic

wood

What creates the magnetic field in an
electromagnet?

e a bar magnet

@ an electric current

@ a compass

O an insulator

9. Which of the following is needed to complete
the electric circuit in the picture below?

another lightbulb connected to the
battery

another battery connected to the

lightbulb

another wire connecting the battery to
the lightbulb

nothing is needed

8.

@

@

@

@

@
t95
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Date

Physical Science

Mini-Test 3

Properties of Mystery Substance X

Freezing Point: 11'C

1.

DlREGTl0llS: Study Wally's lab notes and then answer questions 1-2.

At which temperature would Mystery
SubstanceXbealiquid?

4C
g'c

BB'C

92'C

At which temperature would Mystery
SubstanceXbeagas?

4"C

10'c
gB"c

92'C

Magdalena has dropped a box of antique
needles in a haystack. Some of the needles
are made of woodn some are made of iron, and
some are made of bone. lf she runs a magnet
over the haystack, which needles
will she be able to find?

wooden needles

iron needles

bone needles

none of the needles

When water freezes, it changes from
a.

gas to a solid

liquid to a gas

liquid to a solid

solid to a gas

@
@
o
@

@
@
@
@

2.

3.

@
@
o
@

4.

@
@
@
o
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6.

@
@
c
@

Which

@
@
@
o

Which

@
@
@
@

7.

5. What will happen between these two
magnets?

attract

repel

not move

not here

is an example of a physical change?

metal rusting

silver tarnishing

water boiling

paper burning

is an example of a chemical change?

ice cream melting in the sun

crushing a soda can

mixing salt and sugar

burning wood in the fireplace

Which of the following would nof make a

good insulator?

rubber

plastic

wood

metal

A box of chocolate candy has 8 pieces. lf
the box weighs 45 grams and each piece of
candy weighs 20 grams, how much does the
whole box ol candy weigh?

80 grams

160 grams

'185 grams

205 grams

8.

@
@
@
@

9.

@
@
o
@

@
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Life Science Standards
S5L1. Students will classify organisms into groups and relate how they
determined the groups with how and why scientists use classification.
(See page 198.)
a. Demonstrate how animals are sorted into groups (vertebrate and invertebrate)

and how vertebrates are sorted into groups (fish, amphibian, reptile, bird, and
mammal).

b. Demonstrate how plants are sorted into groups.

S5L2. Students will recognize that offspring can resemble parents in inherited
traits and learned behaviors. (See page 199.)
a. Compare and contrast the characteristics of learned behaviors and of inherited

traits.
b. Discuss what a gene is and the role genes play in the transfer of traits.
Teacher note:Be sensitive to this topic since biological parents may be unavailable.

S5L3. Students will diagram and label parts of various cells (plant, animalo
singfe-celled, multicelled). (See pages 200 - 201.)
a. Use magnifiers such as microscopes or hand lenses to observe cells and their

structure.
b. ldentify parts of a plant cell (membrane, wall, cytoplasm, nucleus, chloroplasts)

and of an animal cell (membrane, cytoplasm, and nucleus) and determine the
function of the pads.

c. Explain how cells in multicelled organisms are similar and different in structure
and function to single-celled organisms.

S5L4. Students will relate how microorganisms benefit or harm larger
organisms. (See page 202.)
a. ldentify beneficial microorganisms and explain why they are beneficial.
b. ldentify harmful microorganisms and explain why they are harmful.

@ Carson-Dellosa Publishing 197
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DlRECTlOll$: Choose the best answer.

1. Animals that have backbones are called

carnrvores

herbivores

vertebrates

invertebrates

2. Which of the following is an invertebrate?

C fros @ worm

@ monkey O bird

3. Animals that usually have the same body
temperature regardless of whether their
surroundings are warm or cold are called

cold-blooded

warm-blooded

terrestrial

aquatic

4. Fish breathe using

C lungs @ scales

@ sills @ fins

5. Which of the following vertebrates is cold-
blooded but has lungs?

mammals

reptiles

@
@
c
@

@
@
c
@

@
@

c
@

fish

birds

6. Animals that spend part of their lives in water
and part on land are called

fish @ reptiles

amphibians O mammals

o
@

198 @ Carson-Dellosa

8. Animals whose babies drink their mother's
milk are called

@
o

9. One difference between a lion cub and a
flower seedling is that only the

Date

Life Science

Classification of Organisms

birds

fish

7. Birds and many insects have _
help them travel and escape predators.

@ teeth @ fins

@ stingers @ wings

to

c
@

@
o
@

@ lion cub needs food

mammals

reptiles

flower seedling needs water

lion cub can move from place to place

flower seedling has parents

10. How do plants get their food?

C They get it from outside themselves.

@ They create it using photosynthesis.

@ They get it during pollination.

O Plants do not need food.

11. Plants that produce flowers and fruits are

angrosperms

gymnosperms

conifers

lycopsids

12. Which of the following is an example of
a gymnosperm?

a tomato plant

a wildflower

an apple tree

a fir tree

@
@
@
c

c
@
@
o

@
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Life Science

I n herited/Learned Traits

D|RECT|OI{S: For each of the following, put an I in the
blank if it is an inherited trait. Put an L if it is a
learned trait.

1. riding a bike

2. hair color

3. the number of petals on a flower

4. hibernation

5. counting

6. eye color

7. talking

8. a person's native language

9. curly or strait tails in pigs

10. bees stinging

11. dogs shaking hands

12. birds laying eggs

13. lnherited traits are transferred from parents
to children through , which are
the basic units of heredity.

genes

microorganisms

species

atoms

14. Height is a trait that is inherited, but can
be affected by the environment. Give some
examples of environmental factors that may
affect how tall a person grows to be.

@
@
@
c

@
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Life Science

Plant and Animal Cells

DlRECTl0l{S: Read the passage below and then answer the questions that follow.

Cells of Living Things
Cells are the smallest and most basic units of living matter. They are the small

pieces that when put together make organs, plants, and even people. All living
things are made of cells, though not all cells are exactly alike.

Both animal and plant cells have a cell membrane, which holds all the cell
parls together. The nucleus is one of the largest parls of the cell. lt is the
command center of the cell and controls the activities in the cell. Chromosomes
inside this command center control what an organism will be like. For instance,
your chromosomes carry the information that makes you have blue or brown eyes
or black or red hair. Cytoplasm is the thick liquid that all the parts of the cell float
in. lt's mostly water, but also has some important chemicals inside.

Both plant and animal cells have mitochondria, which is where food is burned
to give the cell energy. Animal and plant cells also have some differences. The
plant cell has a cell wall, just outside the cell membrane, that makes the cell stiff.

Both animal and plant cells have vacuoles, but animals have far more and they are

much smaller. Finally, plant cells have chloroplasts. This is where the cell produces

chlorophyll. This chemical makes food for the plant when the sunlight hits it. This

is how a plant feeds itself.
Plants and animals are multicelled organisms. Cells that make up multicelled

organisms are specialized. Unlike single-celled organisms, such as bacteria,

specialized cells found in larger organisms cannot survive outside of the organism.

Single-celled organisms carry out all life activities. But specialized cells work as a

team to meet the life activities of every cell inside a multicelled organism.

1. Which part of a cell is the command center?

@ membrane

@ nucleus

@ cytoplasm

@ mitochondria

2. ln what part of the cell is food burned to give
the cell energy?

C membrane

@ nucleus

@ cytoplasm

O mitochondria

4.

3. What two parts does a plant cell have that an

animal cell does not have?

@ cell wall and chloroplasts

@
@

D
@ Carson-Dellosa Publishing

@ membrane and cytoplasm

nucleus and cytoplasm

nucleus and mitochondria

Which of the following is true of single-celled
organisms?

O Their cells are specialized.

@ Their cells carry out all life activities.

CD They cannot survive alone.

O They work as a team with other cells.

\
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DlRECTl0l{S: Use the passage on the previous page to help you fill in the labels of the missing cell part names.

201

Animal Gell

Chromosome:
A chromosome contains
DNA. DNA is a chemical
that controls what traits.an
organism will have.

Plant Gell

Cell membrane

This is a thick outer covering
located outside the cell
membrane.

Mitochondrion

t_
This flexible structure holds all
the cell parts together.

\--@rw:
\\ parts float. and where many of

\\ the cell's life activities take place.
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Vacuole:

W This is a storage area
Y for food, water, minerals,

and wastes.
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This is where the cell produces
chlorophyll.
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Life Science

Beneficial and Harmful
Microorganisms

DlRECTl0llS: For each of the following statements, put a B in the blank if the staiement describes

a microorganism that is beneficial or put an H if it describes a microorganism that is harmful.

1. Bacteria cause cholera, an often fatal disease.

2. Dill pickles are cucumbers that have been fermented by bacteria.

3. Microbes are used to help clean up oil spills.

4. A virus causes polio, which sometimes leads to paralysis.

5. Fungi and bacteria are used to produce antibiotics'

6. Yeast is used to make bread.

7, Microbes cause food to sPoil.

8. A fungus is used to make riboflavin, an important vitamin.

9. A protozoan causes a fatal form of meningitis.

10. Bacteria cause food poisoning.

11. Sauerkraut is produced by fermenting cabbage with bacteria.

12. Bacteria are used to ferment milk to produce cheese.

13. Bacteria cause tetanus, a serious infectious disease.

14. One virus is used to vaccinate people against other viruses.

@
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Life ScienceScience

s5t1-s5t 4

For pages 198-202

DlRECTl0llS: Choose the best answer.

1. Which of the following is an example of
a vertebrate animal?

2. Wh

fly

worm

bird

starfish

of the following traits is inherited?

riding a bike

hair color

counting

talking

3. Animal cells have

@ cellwalls

@ chloroplasts

@ cytoplasm

@ large vacuoles

4. Bacteria are _ .

e always harmful

@ always beneficial

@ neither harmful nor beneficial

O both harmful and beneficial

5.A tree is an example of

an angiosperm

a gymnosperm

a fern

a lycopsid

6. Which part of plant and animal cells contains
chromosomes?

nucleus

cytoplasm

membrane

vacuole

@
@
@
@

ich

c
@
@
@

pear

@
@
@
@

c
@
@
@
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8.

7. Most fish have to protect their
bodies.

hair

scales

feathers

skin

of the following is a learned trait?

skin color

reading

straight or curly hair

tadpoles turning into frogs

Which of the following statements is true
of reptiles?

They are cold-blooded.

They have gills.

Their babies drink their mother's milk.

They spend part of their lives in the
water and part of their lives on land.

Which of the following is an example of
a harmful microorganism?

Mold is used to produce penicillin.

Bacteria are used to produce yogurt.

Yeast is used to ferment grapes.

A virus causes AIDS.

Which class of vertebrate is warm-blooded,
hatches, and breathes using lungs?

mammals

birds

fish

reptiles

@
@
@
@

Which

@
@
@
o

@
@
e
o

@
@
@
@

@
@
@
@

9.

10.

11.
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Great Job! Move on to the section test on page 206.

Page 187

umber Correct
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Name Date

Final Science Test
for pages 179-202

lllREGTl0t{S: Use the information from the graph to
answer the questions.

Anthony did an experiment to see how the flight
of a paper airplane would be affected by changing
the angle of the airplane's wings. He constructed
three paper airplanes, slanting the wings down on
Plane 1, and slanting them up on Plane 2. The wings
of Plane 3 were level.

of the following statements is nof true?

Plane 1 flew more than twice as far as

Plane 2.

Plane 3 flew half as far as Plane 1.

Plane 2 flew 400 centimeters less than

Plane 1.

Plane 2 flew less than half as far as

Plane 3.

Anthony might have decided to make a graph
because it made it easier to 

- 

.

@ keep his data organized

@ compare the distances each plane flew

@ draw conclusions about his data

O all of the above

Which of the following conclusions can
Anthony draw from the graph?

@ Paper airplanes fly best with their wings
pointed up.

@ Paper airplanes fly best with level wings.

@ Paper airplanes fly best with their wings
pointed down.

Eo
c
q)
oc
(s

.ao

Which

@

@
@

@

1.

2.

3.

Plane 1 Plane 2 Plane 3

206
@ Real airplanes fly best with level wings.

@ Carson-Dellosa

IllRECTl0llS: Choose the best answer.

4. Fatima went to the library. She looked up
the average amount of rain that fell in
Jacksonville, Florida, during the month of
November for each of the last 10 years. What
can she predict with this information?

She can predict about how much it will
rain in Jacksonville, Florida, next April.

She can predict about how much it will

rain in Chicago, lllinois, next November.

She can predict about how much it will

rain in Jacksonville, Florida, next

November.

She can predict about how much it will

rain in Fort Myers, Florida, next

November.

5. What results in a change in a rock's
composition?

@ chemicalweathering

@ ice wedging

e leaching

@ mechanicalweathering

it called when rocks break down
changing in chemical composition?

chemical weathering

oxidation

mechanical weathering

leaching

What is
without

o
@
@
@

6.

D
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7. Study the chart below. What will the moon
phase probably be on March 27?

full moon

last quarter

new moon

first quarter

Renaldo shuffles his feet as he walks across
the carpet on a cool, dry day. What will
happen when he touches theTV screen?

@
@
@
@

8.

The TV will

turn on.

turn off.

A spark will pass between Renaldo

and the TV.

Nothing will happen.

When water melts from an ice cube, this is
an example of a physical change.The water
changes from a

solid to a gas

liquid to a vapor

solid to a liquid

liquid to solid

O rhe TV wil

@
@

@

@
@
o
o

9.

February 1B
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Date

10. Tuesday afternoon there was a summer
shower in Dallas. The next day, Josh noticed
the water puddle on the sidewalk in front of
his house was becoming smaller and smaller.
Which of the following explains what
happened to the water?

@
@
o

@
@
@
@

o
@

@

o

12.

O lt was absorbed by the sidewalk.

It turned into a gas.

It melted.

It froze.

11. Study the table below. Predict which season
the southern hemisphere will have during the
month of September.

autumn

winter

summer

spring

When water enters a crack in a rock and then
freezes, what will possibly happen to the rock?

The crack might get larger and split the
rock.

The rock might become stronger due to
the ice.

The rock might melt and change into an

igneous rock.

none of these



Name

14.

DlREGTlOllS: Read the passage and use it to answer
questions 13-14.

Earth is a restless place. Although it may seem
perfectly solid to you, the earth below your feet is

moving at this very moment! The continents rest on
top of the brittle crust of the eafth, which has broken
apaft into pieces. These pieces are called tectonic
plates. They float around on top of the molten interior
of the earth, much like crackers floating in a bowl of
soup. Molten rock, or lava, continues to push up
through cracks in the plates. This pushes the plates
even farther apar1. The continents used to be closer
together. Over the years, they have drifted farther
apart, at the rate of about one inch every year.

13. According to this passage, why do tectonic
plates move around?

They are floating on water.

Molten rock pushes up through the

crack and pushes them apart.

The continents are drifting apaft.

The crust of the earth is breaking.

According to this passage, how long would it
take for Europe and North America to move
one foot farther aparl?

15. Wh

6 years

8 years

10 years

12 years

of the following is an inherited trait?

eye color

hair color

skin color

all of the above

Which of the following is a learned
characteristic?

shoe size

height

the ability to read

all of the above
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17. Study the table below. Which month is likely
to have the most hurricanes?

July

August

September

October

lf you use balls to explain the structure of
a molecule. vou have made

a scale

a model

an original

a copy

19. Deltas and sand dunes are examples of

erosron

deposition

volcanic activity

seismic activity

is an example of a chemical change?

water boiling

metal rusting

ice melting

a rock being crushed
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20.

Month Formed Tropical Storms Hurricanes

January-April 4 1

May 14 3

June 57 23

July 68 35

August 221 2

September 311
.,

October 188 ?

November 42 22

December 6 3
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21.

22.

of the following could you use to
ct electricity?

metalwire

tree branch

plastic drinking straw

rubber tube

Why would a nail be attracted to a magnet?

C lt is made of steel or iron.

@ lt weighs less than the magnet.

@ lt is thinner than the magnet.

@ all of the above

ln an electromagnet, the electric current
passing through the coil of wire creates

static electricity

a magnetic field

a chemical change

a physical change

Johann showed a rock to his Aunt Gordy, a
geologist. She said that it looked as though it
had been in a river or stream for a long time.
Which of the following is most likely true?

The rock contains stripes of lots of
colors.

The rock contains very old fossils.

The rock is rough with very sharp

edges.

The rock is smooth with rounded

edges.

What instrument would you use to study
microorganisms?

barometer

thermometer

telescope

microscope
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of26. Chromosomes are found in the
a cell.

membrane

cytoplasm

nucleus

mitochondria

Which of the following is an example of a
beneficial microorganism?

@ a fungus causing an infection

@ bacteria causing whooping cough

@ microbes controlling insect pests

@ a virus causing hepatitis

Which of the following animals are warm-
blooded?

O rish

@ mammals

@ amphibians

O reptiles
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29. A tomato plant is an example of

@ an angiosperm

@ a gymnosperm

@ a fern

@ a lycopsid
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